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Abstract
Complex movements require the fine-tuned temporal interplay of several effectors. If the
temporal properties of one of these effectors were distorted, all other movement plans would need
to be updated in order to produce successful behavior. This requirement of a global motor time
stands in direct contrast to the multiple duration-channels in visual time. We explored whether
time-critical and goal-oriented movements are indeed globally affected by temporal recalibration.
In a ready-set-go paradigm, participants reproduced the interval between ready- and set-signals by
performing different movements in Virtual Reality (VR). Halfway through the experiments,
movements in VR were artificially slowed down, so that participants had to adapt their behavior.
In three experiments, we found that these adaptation effects were not affected by movement type,
interval range, location, or environmental context. We conclude that the temporal planning of
motor actions is recalibrated globally, suggesting the presence of a global temporal movement
controller.
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Introduction
In a 100 m sprint race, a good start can make the difference in winning the gold or silver
medal. One crucial aspect to nail the start is to measure the interval between the ready- and setsignal in order to predict when the go-signal will occur, so that the athlete can immediately leave
the starting block and, ideally, save precious milliseconds. In other words, the athlete needs to
make accurate and precise temporal estimates in order to produce well-timed behavior. This
requirement is best fulfilled if these estimates are directly entailed in the motor planning of the
sprint start movements, since transfer between representations might induce noise and delays (see
also Remington et al., 2018). Jazayeri and Shadlen (2015) demonstrated in macaques that in intraparietal cortex temporal intervals are measured prospectively in relation to the desired motor plan
to reproduce these intervals. Many movements, like a sprint start, reaching or grasping, require the
concerted interplay of several effectors. The functional advantage of temporal estimates being
contained in the motor planning only pays off if they are coded at a global movement sequencing
stage (see Figure 1). Any specificity of temporal estimates for effectors or movement directions
would call for a neural module supervising separate temporal movement controllers, thus bringing
neural noise back again.
If temporal estimates are entailed in motor planning and actions, then motor planning and
actions may alter our ability to measure time. Indeed, evidence for the influence of motor actions
on duration estimates is accumulating: The frequency of finger tapping (Anobile et al., 2020;
Tomassini et al., 2018; Yokosaka et al., 2015); the length of movements (Yon et al., 2017); or the
mere preparation of a ballistic action (Hagura et al., 2012) bias temporal estimates. In these studies,
the motor action is task-irrelevant and experimental manipulations depend on the participant’s
ability to consciously alter specific movement parameters. Hence, it is impossible to say whether
there is a “clock” informing the motor system and vice versa, or whether they are essentially the
same. Interval production and reproduction paradigms in which, just like in the sprint example, a
time-critical motor action (e.g., a saccade, button press, or arm movement) is an essential part the
task, offer additional insights into the entanglement of the motor system and time. One such insight
is that the in interval reproduction tasks well-known temporal context effect, in which duration

Figure 1. A global temporal movement controller is
responsible for temporal planning of all movements.
Closed-loop movements, feedback about the success
of the movement is incorporated in to subsequent
motor plans.
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estimates are biased towards previously perceived intervals (for a review, see Van Rijn, 2016), has
been shown to originate in motor areas of the brain (Jazayeri & Shadlen, 2015; Sohn et al., 2019),
and occur already during the encoding of the to-be-reproduced interval, during which no motor
action is executed (Damsma et al., 2020; Zimmermann & Cicchini, 2020) and decision biases can
be ruled out (De Kock et al., 2020). Thus, as proposed in the previous paragraph, there may be no
clock input to the motor system, because time is inherently rooted in the motor system within a
global temporal movement controller.
In contrast to the idea of global motor-time, visual temporal perception is dominated by
multiple clocks (Bruno & Cicchini, 2016), and different from temporal estimates for anticipatory
actions (Marinovic & Arnold, 2012). The separate clocks in visual timing run independently of
each other and are selective to specific regions of the visual field (Johnston et al., 2006).
Differences in the characteristics of time for vision and time for action likely reflect their separate
functional roles: Movements must be coordinated while perception must discriminate between
objects. As laid out in the sprint start example, multiple clocks for different motor actions would
likely increase neural noise and thus hinder an orchestrated sequencing of movements in more
complex actions. In the current study, we aimed to investigate whether motor time (or temporal
estimates that are contingent to a movement) is indeed a global property of the motor system, or
whether it is distributed over multiple duration channels.
While the interval timing field becomes more and more interested in motor-aspects
occurring in timing tasks, focusing on temporal aspects in well-known sensory-motor or motor
learning paradigms is scarcer (but see Botzer & Karniel, 2013; de la Malla et al., 2014; LópezMoliner et al., 2019). One such paradigm is sensory-motor adaptation (for a review, see Krakauer
et al., 2019; Panico et al., 2020): Because of a perturbation in the environment (e.g., by wearing
prism goggles that displace the visual field, or by moving a cursor that is subjected to a predictable
force field), participants need to adapt their spatial movement plans in order to successfully reach
a target. Upon removal of the perturbation, adapted behavior sustains until participants de-adapt
(i.e., re-adapt to normal conditions). The persistence of aftereffects is commonly interpreted as
proof for an implicit updating of motor plans based on execution details (e.g., spatiotemporal
coordination of limbs) and predicted outcome causing adaptation effects, as opposed to explicit
cognitive strategies (Krakauer et al., 2019). Models explaining motor adaptation effects generally
assume that the sensorimotor system tracks errors over the history of trials and uses these errors to
adapt and guide subsequent movements in a closed-loop and feed-forward-fashion (e.g., Wei &
Körding, 2009; Wolpert et al., 1995, see also Figure 1). Motor adaptation to artificial spatial errors
are generally direction specific, and other transfer effects (e.g., transfer to another movement or
limb) seem to be highly dependent on task details (Krakauer et al., 2019). That is, spatial adaptation
is not causing a global adaptation of the motor system. Given the idea of a global temporal
movement controller, we tested whether temporal motor adaptation would affect motor actions
globally.
In a temporal sensorimotor adaptation paradigm, participants had to reach a target right on
time in order to be successful. The temporal estimate was directly contingent on the movement
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dynamics, and the error following a movement would inform about its temporal accuracy. The
study was conducted in Virtual Reality (VR), enabling us to provide systematically distorted
feedback about the movement and its temporal accuracy, which leads to temporal adaptation of
the movement. In our case, movements were artificially slowed down during the adaptation phase,
forcing participants to adapt their movement speed in order to sustain performance. We asked
participants to reproduce an interval in a ready-set-go paradigm: The interval between ready and
set had to be reproduced by performing either a ballistic movement (clicking a button, clicking
reproduction task) or a continuous, visually guided movement to hit a target at the time of the gosignal (pointing reproduction task; note that contrary to the sprint example, the movement had to
be completed by the time of the go-signal, see Figure 2A). In three experiments, we tested whether
participants adapt globally to new temporal properties affecting the pointing movement, or
whether adaptation effects are specific to the movement or task (transfer to ballistic movement;
Experiment 1 and 2), interval range (Experiment 1), target location (Experiment 2), or the VR
setting itself (Experiment 3). If temporal motor adaptation affects motor planning via a global
temporal movement controller, we expect to find transfer effects for all tested aspects (summarized
in Figure 1).
Results
Experiment 1: Task independency of temporal motor adaptation
In a classical motor adaptation paradigm we asked participants to reproduce intervals by
producing two types of movements: In the pointing task participants had to measure and
immediately reproduce a 1s interval by reaching a target with the motion-tracked controller (readyset-go paradigm, see Figure 2A, left column); and, in a similar manner, during the clicking
reproduction task participants reproduced intervals ranging between 0.85 and 1.15 s (in steps of
0.05 s) by pressing the trigger button of the controller (see Figure 2A, right column). Test-trials of
both tasks were performed before and after an adaptation phase of 40 pointing trials during which
the movement was artificially slowed down by a factor of 0.5, so that participants had to alter their
pointing movement in order to sustain performance (e.g., move faster, initiate movement earlier,
change movement trajectory). All participants took part in three sessions of the experiment,
separated by at least two hours.
We report Bayes Factors for all analyses as BF10 (i.e., the evidence of the alternative
hypothesis over the null hypothesis). We consider BF10 > 3 as evidence for the alternative
hypothesis.
Adaptation phase. The adaptation time course is shown in Figure 3, with separate curves
for movement duration (bottom, dark grey), movement onset (middle, medium grey), and interval
reproductions (top, light grey). During this adaptation phase movement onset exhibits clear signs
of adaptation: Initiation of the pointing movement adapted slowly and gradually over the course
of adaptation-trials, a common signature of implicit adaptation strategies (Taylor et al., 2014;
Taylor & Ivry, 2012). Movement duration, in contrast, adapted within a few trials and was retained
at this level during the remaining adaptation phase, features known for more explicit adaptation
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Figure 2. Schematic outline of the VR environment (A), the pointing (A, left column) and clicking task (A, right
column), trial-structure within one session (B), and behavioral performance (C). A) in a pointing trial,
participants had to reproduce the interval marked by the ready- and set-signal by reaching the target (black
sphere) in time for the go-signal. Visual feedback was provided by means of a VR-hand, appearing as soon as
the movement was initiated. In clicking trials, the interval between the ready- and set-signal had to be reproduced
by clicking the trigger button. No additional movement feedback was provided. Participants wore the VR headset
at all times. B) Temporal outline and trial order of a single session. C) reproductions in the pointing (top panel)
and clicking reproduction task (bottom panel). Data was averaged over all three sessions. Error bars represent
95% within-subject CIs (Cousineau, 2017; Morey, 2008).

strategies. To quantify these observations, we compared linear and exponential model fits of the
adaptation time course of movement duration and movement onset. In both cases, the linear model
fitted the data best and reflected the gradual decrease in movement duration (slope = -0.0004 ±
0.0001 SE, Χ2(1) = 9.53, p < .001, ΔBIC = 6.26, BF10 = 49.86) and movement onset (slope = 0.002 ± 0.0003 SE, Χ2(1) = 36.36, p < .001, ΔBIC = 30.19, BF10 = 50.29) over time. Additionally,
we compared the average movement duration and movement onset of five trials in the beginning
(omitting the very first five trials of the adaptation phase, so that fast, strategic recalibration does
not obscure this measure) and at the end of the adaptation phase (Figure 3, right). A difference
between early and late adaptation phase would hint at gradual changes in behavior over the course
of trials. Indeed, this was the case for movement onset (t(11) = 3.38, p = .006, BF10 = 8.76), but
not for movement duration (t(11) = -0.64, p = .53, BF10 = 0.34). Based on these results, we chose
to calculate the individual proportional change of the averaged movement onset in pre- versus
post-adaptation pointing test-trials as a measure of adaptation strength (M = -0.16, 95% CI [-0.23,
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Figure 3. Adaptation time-course. Left curves show
reproduction (top curve, light grey) and movement start
(middle curve, medium grey) were measured relative to the
onset of the set-signal. Movement duration (bottom curve, dark
grey) was measured from the time the controller passed the
start line. Shaded error bars represent 95% CIs, red lines
represent linear fits. Data points on the right represent
movement onset (top) and -duration (bottom), averaged over
five trials in the early and late phase of adaptation (see colored
bars in A), as a measure of adaptation. Error bars represent
95% within-subject CIs.

-0.10]). The smaller this value, the more motor adaptation was observed. Because more strongly
adapted participants presumably show more adaptation after- or transfer-effects, we incorporated
this parameter in the subsequent analyses.
Pointing reproduction task. For the analysis of reproduction performance in test trials,
depicted in Figure 2C, top panel, we constructed linear mixed models (LMMs) to predict the 1 s
pointing reproductions. The final model to predict reproductions included the factor adaptation
strength (coded as 0 for all pre-adaptation trials, and as the above described adaptation strength
based on movement onset for all post-adaptation trials; Χ2(1) = 294.72, p < .001, ΔBIC = 288.17,
BF10 > 1000). In other words, 1 s pointing reproductions in post-adaptation trials were shorter than
in pre-adaption trials, and this difference was greater for participants who adapted their movement
onset more strongly. Adding the factor session was not warranted (Χ2(2) = 3.16, p = .21, ΔBIC =
-9.95, BF10 = 0.04), meaning there was no difference in performance between sessions.
To rule out that effects of time-in-experiment (e.g., fatigue) are driving differences in preand post-adaptation performance, we compared root mean squared errors (RMSEs) as a measure
of the variable error in pre- and post-adaptation performance in both tasks. RMSEs were not
affected by adaptation (Χ2(1) = 0.78, p = .377, ΔBIC = -3.50, BF10 = 0.35). This means that it is
unlikely that differences in performance in pre- and post-adaptation trials were driven by time-inexperiment effects. Including session as a predictor was warranted following the likelihood ratio
test, however, BIC-values and Bayes Factor analysis did not lead to the same conclusion (Χ2(2) =
7.18, p = .028, ΔBIC = -1.37, BF10 = 1.92). Thus, there is mixed evidence concerning the stability
of precision over sessions.
Clicking reproduction task. Figure 2C, bottom panel, depicts reproduction performance
for the seven different intervals, split on pre- and post-adaption trials. In the LMM analysis, the
general trend that longer intervals were reproduced as longer was captured by including the factor
interval length (Χ2(1) = 204.48, p < .001, ΔBIC = 195.98, BF10 > 1000). Regression-towards-themean effects were captured by including the duration of the previous trial (N-1, Χ2(1) = 18.24,
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p < .001, ΔBIC = 9.74, BF10 = 564.51) and of the trial before the previous (N-2, Χ2(1) = 6.87,
p = .009, ΔBIC = -1.62, BF10 = 1.9) in the final model. Note that evidence for the inclusion of the
factor N-2 is ambiguous. Apart from this general regression towards the mean, it appears that
intervals were systematically underestimated following adaptation-trials of the pointing task. This
is reflected in the final model by including the factor adaptation strength (Χ2(1) = 154.59, p < .001,
ΔBIC = 146.10, BF10 > 1000), showing that more strongly adapted participants in the pointing task
show larger transfer to the clicking task. Together, these results suggest that 1) adaptation effects
transferred to another interval reproduction task in which the movement required to produce the
go-signal differed substantially from the one that was adapted (clicking instead of pointing); 2)
adaptation generalizes to a broader range of intervals; and 3) participants who adapted their motor
behavior more strongly in the pointing task also showed larger differences in pre- and postadaptation clicking reproductions. The parallel existence of adaptation and temporal context
effects suggests that motor adaptation and context effect do not interact or cancel each other out,
but affect reproductions independently. While temporal context has been shown to already affect
the initial temporal estimate (Damsma et al., 2020; Zimmermann & Cicchini, 2020), its neural
origins have been found in motor areas (Jazayeri & Shadlen, 2015). In neuroimaging studies
investigating the locus of motor adaptation, the cerebellum is, apart from cortical motor areas,
thought to play a critical role (Krakauer et al., 2019). Thus, these two effects may originate in
different neural substrates (e.g., LIP/SMA vs. cerebellum) or during different processing stages
(e.g., perception vs. motor prediction or planning).
We did not find evidence for effects of adaptation (Χ2(1) = 0.76, p = .384, ΔBIC = -5.46,
BF10 = 0.14) or session (Χ2(2) = 5.06, p = .080, ΔBIC = -7.39, BF10 = 0.24) on RMSE. Errors
adhered to Weber’s law (Grondin, 2014) and varied for different intervals (Χ2(1) = 12.78, p < .001,
ΔBIC = 6.56, BF10 = 49.71). As for the analysis of RMSEs in the pointing task, these results speak
against an interpretation of pre-post-adaptation performance differences being driven by, for
example, increased fatigue over the course of the experiment.
Transfer. To quantify the amount of adaptation transfer from the pointing to the clicking
reproduction task, we calculated transfer as the difference between pointing reproductions in testtrials before and after adaptation with the change in clicking reproductions induced by the
adaptation procedure. In this experiment, 41.00 % (95% CI [18.59, 63.41]) of the adaptation effect
in the pointing task transferred to the clicking task, which, tested with a one-sample t-test, differed
significantly from zero (t(11) = 4.03, p = .002, BF10 = 22.41).
Experiment 2: Location independency of temporal motor adaptation
The results from Experiment 1 revealed that motor adaptation affected participants’ timing
abilities and transferred to another type of movement. As already touched upon in the introduction,
sensorimotor adaptation effects are often reported to exhibit spatial selectivity, that is, adaptation
effects are observed only in the region in which the adapter was shown or the adaptation movement
was executed. In Experiment 1, the coordinates of the target (the black sphere) are the same in
both tasks and in all kinds of trials. To test in how far adaptation effects in our VR setup are
location specific, we changed the target position in test-trials of the pointing and/or the clicking
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Figure 4. Schematic outline of the VR environment (A), the pointing (A, left column) and clicking task (A, right
column), VR-environment in mirrored test-trials (B), trial-structure within one session (C), and behavioral
performance (D). A) in a pointing trial, participants had to reproduce the interval marked by the ready- and setsignal by reaching the target (black sphere) in time for the go-signal. Visual feedback was provided by means of a
VR-hand, appearing as soon as the movement was initiated. In clicking trials, the interval between the ready- and
set-signal had to be reproduced by clicking the trigger button. No additional movement feedback was provided.
The location and pointing direction in test trials varied. Participants wore the VR headset at all times. C) Temporal
outline and trial order of the four different sessions. D) Reproductions in the pointing (top panel) and clicking
reproduction task (bottom panel). Data was pooled together depending on whether the target changed location in
the pointing task for pointing reproductions, or whether the target changed location in the clicking task for clicking
reproductions. Error bars represent 95% within-subject CIs

task in Experiment 2 (see Figure 4A), meaning that in some cases the target in test trials appeared
mirrored compared to adaptation trials. The four different task-target-location combinations were
tested in four separate sessions (Figure 4B). Analyses on the adaptation time course can be found
at https://osf.io/zbgy9/.
Pointing reproduction task. Analogue to the model analysis performed for pointing
reproductions in Experiment 1, including the factor adaptation strength (Msame location = -0.13, 95%
CI [-0.26, 0]; Mdifferent location = -0.01, 95% CI [-0.14, 0.1]) to predict interval reproductions in the
pointing task improved the model fit (Χ2(1) = 17.32, p < .001, ΔBIC = 11.01, BF10 = 466.87). To
test whether target location in test trials affected reproductions additionally, we included the factor
location (coded as “same” or “different” compared to adaptation trials). Location did, however,
not improve the model fit (Χ2(1) = 1.27, p = .26, ΔBIC = -5.05, BF10 = 0.18). This shows that,
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regardless of whether the target in test-trials appeared at the same location as in adaptation-trials,
reproductions were influenced by motor adaptation in that reproductions were systematically
shorter in post-adaptation compared to pre-adaptation test-trials (Figure 4D, top panel).
There was no evidence for effects of adaptation (Χ2(1) < .01, p = .995, ΔBIC = -3.33,
BF10 = 0.34) or location (Χ2(1) = 0.10, p = .755, ΔBIC = -3.23, BF10 = 0.36) on RMSEs, ruling out
time-in-experiment effects or location dependent training effects.
Clicking reproduction task. Figure 4D, bottom panel, depicts reproduction performance,
split on pre- and post-adaption trials and on the location of the target. The final model included the
predictor adaptation strength ((Msame location = -0.08, 95% CI [-0.23, 0.06]; Mdifferent location = -0.06,
95% CI [-0.21, 0.09]), Χ2(1) = 17.32, p < .001, ΔBIC = 11.01, BF10 = 488.11), while the location
of the target did not improve the model fit (Χ2(1) = 1.25, p = .26, ΔBIC = -5.07, BF10 = 0.18).
Thus, intervals in the clicking task were systematically under-reproduced after adapting to the
altered temporal properties in the pointing task. As for the pointing task, effects of adaptation on
clicking reproductions are independent of location.
We did not find evidence for effects of adaptation (Χ2(1) = 1.83, p = .176, ΔBIC = -1.50,
BF10 = 0.69) or location (Χ2(1) = 1.76, p = .185, ΔBIC = -1.57, BF10 = 0.66) on RMSEs.
Transfer. Because we did not find evidence for an effect of location on pointing
reproductions, nor on clicking reproductions, we averaged over all location conditions for the
calculation of transfer from adaptation in the pointing to the clicking task. The amount of
adaptation transfer was 59.62 % (95% CI [23.99, 95.49], t(6) = 4.09, p = .006, BF10 = 9.49).
Adapting to altered temporal aspects of timed actions seems to affect all motor planning regarding
direction or type of movement.
Experiment 3: Environment independency of temporal motor adaptation
In the previous experiments we found that motor adaptation to temporal perturbations
generalizes to all motor actions aimed to reproduce a given interval. These results, however, could
be caused by a general correction of movements to overcome the temporal lag associated to the
VR environment, and not by adaptation of the motor system. To rule out that the above described
findings apply to VR only, we tested whether adaptation effects also transfer to a pointing task
outside of VR. In the real-world task, participants had to point to a green LED, attached to an
Arduino microcontroller and controlled by Unity, which was positioned at the same location as
the target in the VR environment (see schematic outline in Figure 5A). Analyses on the adaptation
time course can be found at https://osf.io/zbgy9/.
Pointing reproduction task. While including the factor adaptation strength to predict
reproductions in the pointing task did not improved the model fit (MVR = -0.01 (95% CI [-0.21,
0.18]), Mreal-world = -0.13 (95% CI [-0.32, 0.07]), Χ2(1) = 3.63, p = .06, ΔBIC = -1.64, BF10 = 0.96),
including a binary factor adaptation (coded as “pre” and “post”) did significantly improve model
fits (Χ2(1) = 58.70, p < .001, ΔBIC = 53.43, BF10 > 1000). Including a factor encoding environment
(coded as “VR” or “real-world”) was not warranted (Χ2(1) = 0.02, p = .90, ΔBIC = -5.26,
BF10 = 0.14). This shows that, regardless of whether the pointing task was performed within the
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Figure 5. Schematic outline of the VR environment (A, left column), the pointing task in VR (A, left column)
and pointing task in the real-world (A, right column), trial-structure (B), and behavioral performance (C). A)
Participants had to reproduce the interval marked by the ready- and set-signal by reaching the target (black
sphere in VR, green LED in real-world) in time for the go-signal. In VR, visual feedback was provided by means
of a VR-hand, appearing as soon as the movement was initiated. In real-world, participants could see their hand.
Participants wore the VR headset dependent on task requirements. B) Temporal outline and trial order. C)
Averaged reproductions in the pointing task separated for VR and real-world task (top panel). Influence of
adaptation in single subject data separated for VR and real-world task (connected dots represent one subject),
plotted as pre-adaptation reproductions against post-adaptation reproductions. Dots below the dashed line reflect
effects of adaptation (under-reproduction in post-adaptation trials compared to pre-adaptation trials), and the
distance to the dashed line reflects the strength of adaptation (larger distance ~ larger adaptation effect). Error
bars represent 95% within-subject CIs.

VR environment or not, reproductions were influenced by motor adaptation, irrespective of how
strongly participants were adapted (Figure 5C).
There was no evidence for effects of adaptation (Χ2(1) = 0.95, p = .33, ΔBIC = -2.05,
BF10 = 0.55) or VR (Χ2(1) = 0.21, p = .65, ΔBIC = -2.79, BF10 = 0.43) on RMSEs, ruling out timein-experiment effects or environment dependent effects.
Transfer VR to the real world. The amount of adaptation transfer from VR to non-VR was
85.16% (95% CI [41.7, 128.62], t(4) = 5.44, p = .006, BF10 = 10.81). Adaptation was not
contextually cued by being in the VR environment or by wearing VR goggles. Instead, the crucial
component driving the transfer of adaptation effects from VR to the real world may be the
movement goal – reaching the target at the go-signal – which was the same within VR and the real
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world. The finding of substantial transfer further confirms the presence of implicit motor
adaptation, because, unlike in VR test-trials, participants can see their hand in the analogue task
and thus have immediate visual feedback on their movement time course.
Discussion
In a set of three experiments we explored whether adapting to temporal perturbations for a
specific movement embedded in a specific context cause global temporal recalibration of motor
actions. To this end, we tested whether adaptation transfers to movements other than the adapted
movement, and to contexts other than the adapted context. Participants had to adjust their pointing
movement required to reproduce an interval to cope with a slowed down VR environment. Over
the course of this adaptation phase, participants incorporated performance feedback and gradually
varied movement onset (i.e., started the movement earlier) and speeded up their movements (i.e.,
decreased movement duration). This adaptation affected subsequent pointing reproductions,
causing systematic under-reproductions once the temporal perturbation was removed.
We found that adaptation transfers from continuous reaching movements to ballistic
clicking movements. Continuous and ballistic movements differ drastically in the requirements of
their control. Continuous movements are monitored online to regulate their speed and duration in
order to steer the hand to the desired goal location. For ballistic movements, like clicking, only the
onset can be variably controlled whereas the movement itself, once initiated, underlies an
automatic routine. Since timing adaptation affected the planning of movements with such different
dynamics, it must occur upstream to the concrete movement planning, thus providing evidence for
the existence of a global temporal movement controller. We also found that adaptation effects
transferred to a pointing movement in the opposite direction. The observation that manipulated
visual feedback during the adaptation phase causes adaptation effects, independent of task and
target location, adds to the evidence that temporal measurements are grounded in, or at least
intimately linked to, action and the motor system.
An often highly debated aspect of adaptation paradigms is whether changes in behavior
occur because of cognitive strategies or implicit learning – while more recent views acknowledge
the simultaneous existence of both explicit and implicit adaptation mechanisms (Krakauer et al.,
2019; Taylor & Ivry, 2012). Given that, in our study, participants received precise feedback on
their performance during the adaptation phase, it is not surprising that this feedback would cause
conscious and rapid recalibration within a few trials at the beginning of the adaptation phase. In
prism adaptation, which adapts the direction of pointing movements, conscious recalibration (i.e.,
online corrections of movement trajectories) can be distinguished from realignment (i.e.,
remapping of visually encoded target locations to effector coordinates), the latter process being
considered as implicit adaptation (Redding & Wallace, 2001). Signatures of implicit adaptation
are a gradual adaptation time-course and the existence of aftereffects once the prism glasses are
removed. We found both of these features in our data: After a fast, initial movement adaptation,
participants continued to gradually adapt to the temporal distortion. And, in all three experiments,
we find clear signs of adaptation aftereffects. Aftereffects even persisted in the real-world pointing
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task during which participants had online feedback about the trajectory of their hand, inviting them
to consciously recalibrate their movement. While we are certain that participants did use conscious
strategies, the above summarized observations are evidence that implicit adaptation occurred
alongside.
Typically, transfer of adaptation is highly specific to the particular movement that is trained
in the exposure trials. This is true for adaptation to spatial distortions (e.g., adaptation effects do
not reliably transfer to other directions, movements, or effectors, see Krakauer et al., 2019), and
for motor-aftereffects on temporal judgements (e.g., the speed of finger tapping influences
perceived duration in a subsequent visual interval discrimination task, Anobile et al., 2020; Burr
et al., 2007; Fornaciai et al., 2016; Frassinetti et al., 2009; Johnston et al., 2006). In the current
study, motor adaptation effects were not spatially selective, and adaptation effects persisted
regardless of the type of movement (continuous pointing or ballistic clicking). Adaptation effects
even persisted outside of the VR environment, ruling out that participants altered their behavior
because of a general temporal lag within the VR environment; and that adaptation effects were
object-based (i.e., tied to the target in the VR environment). In other words, the locus of adaptation
effects was neither (fully) extrinsic, nor (fully) object-centered. Instead, observed effects of
adaptation were intrinsic, and affected temporal predictions and temporal planning of all goal
directed motor actions (i.e., motor actions performed to reproduce an interval). In how far sensory
predictions of durations are affected by motor adaptation, or whether there even is a clear
difference in sensory and motor representations of time (cf. Buzsáki, 2019; Schubotz et al., 2000),
remains to be tested.
Because environments and tasks are rarely as simplistic as in the current study, adapting
motor actions to temporal perturbations globally ensures that complex and time-critical behavior
can be executed successfully. Encoding temporal estimates within the motor system and
recalibrating all motor actions aids to produce optimally timed behavior and increase ecological
fitness. As an illustrative example, imagine the following fictious event: The 100 m sprint runner
from the initial example was injected with a local, immediately effective doping substance in the
left hamstring, which is now reacting and moving much faster. A sprint start involves a complex
sequence of movements that need to be attuned to each other. In order to keep the movement
sequence of the start routine intact after the injection, all motor plans need to adapt to the altered
temporal behavior of the left hamstring, so that the runner still leaves the starting block on the gosignal. If each muscle would need to recalibrate separately, hopes for the gold medal will probably
fade after a poor start of the sprinter. Instead, we showed that motor adaptation to temporal
perturbations affects temporal motor predictions and temporal motor planning, and thus motor
reproductions of intervals, globally.
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Materials & Method
Apparatus
The experiments were conducted on a Windows 10 based desktop computer (Alienware
Aurora R8, Intel(R) Core™ i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20 GHz, 16 GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080TI graphics card) connected to an HTC Vive Pro Eye HMD (HTC Corporation, Taoyuan,
Taiwan). The HMD presents stimuli on two low-persistence organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
displays with a resolution of 1,440 x 1,600 pixels per eye and a refresh rate of 90 Hz. Additionally,
participants used a Vive motion-controller for their right hand. The virtual environment was
rendered using SteamVR 1.10 and a custom-made program created in Unity game engine, version
2019.1.13f1 (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, U.S.). Head and hand movements were tracked
via the HMD and controller using the SteamVR 1.0 tracking system. According to previous
research, this system provides a robust tracking of head and hand motion with a 360° coverage,
provided tracking loss is prevented (Niehorster et al., 2017). Tests of Verdelet et al. (2019)
demonstrated a submillimeter precision (0.237 mm) and an accuracy of 8.7 mm for static and 8.5
mm for dynamic objects. While the system can update the user’s pose (position and orientation) at
a higher rate (up to 1000 Hz for the HMD and 250 Hz the controllers), in this study the sampling
rate for both HMD and controller was limited by the HMD’s refresh rate of 90 Hz.). Because
participants always responded to stimuli in front of them, we did not need the full coverage around
participants in the present study. Hence, in order to minimize the chance of occlusions of the HMD
or controller and thereby avoiding tracking loss, our setup had both base stations facing the
participant. Throughout the experiment, participants held the controller with an outstretched index
finger placed on top of the controller with the fingertip matching the tracking origin of the
controller as close as possible (see Figure 2A). Participants remained seated during the entire
experiment.
For the real-world pointing task used in Experiment 3, a green LED, attached to an Arduino
microcontroller and controlled by Unity, was positioned in the physical location directly below the
virtual target. To ensure that participants were able to find the start position in the non-VR
condition, a blue LED was attached to the Arduino and lit up when the hand was overlapping with
the virtual start position.
Experiment 1
Participants. 12 participants (8 female, 4 authors, age range 19-42 years, all right-handed)
were tested. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants gave informed
consent prior to participation. The experiments were carried out along the principles laid down in
the Declaration of Helsinki. All experiments were approved by the local ethics committee of the
psychological department of the Heinrich-Heine-University Düsseldorf.
Pointing reproduction task. In the pointing task participants had to measure and
immediately reproduce a 1s interval by reaching a target with the hand controller (ready-set-go
paradigm, see Figure 2A, left column). At the beginning of the trial participants had to place the
controller behind the start line in a sphere (diameter = 10 cm), which was located slightly to their
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right bottom at x = 20 cm, y = -40 cm, and z = 30 cm, with respect to their head position (x = 0,
y = 0, z = 0 cm). To their left they saw a small black sphere, the target (diameter = 3 cm, x = -15,
y = -40, z = 30 cm, distance between start line and target was set to 30 cm). The target changed its
color to red for 0.1 s, first to mark the start of the interval presentation (ready) and again after 1s
to mark the end of the interval presentation and the start of the reproduction (set). Participants had
to virtually touch the sphere to end their reproduction (go). As soon as participants crossed the
start line with the controller, they saw a VR-hand following the movement of their physical hand.
We will refer to the time between crossing the start line and reaching the target as movement
duration. Participants received immediate feedback on their performance: The deviation of
participants’ reproduction from the target interval (a negative number corresponded to underreproductions) was displayed above the target, additionally color-coded in red (deviation > 0.3 s),
yellow (0.1 > deviation < 0.3 s), or green (deviation < 0.1 s). The next trial started once participants
moved the controller back to the start position and pressed the trigger-button of the motioncontroller with their middle finger. We used three different kinds of trials: Training-trials,
adaptation-trials, and test-trials (see Figure 2B for a temporal outline of the experiment). Trainingtrials were as described above and used to accustom participants to the VR environment and for
de-adaptation at the end of the experiment. In adaptation-trials participants saw the VR-hand move
at half the speed of their actual movement, that is, participants received delayed visual feedback
by means of the VR hand. The reproduction of the 1 s interval depended on the VR-hand reaching
the sphere with the index finger, so that for an accurate reproduction, participants had to adapt
their movement by speeding up the pointing action through implicit motor learning. An alternative
strategy is to start the hand movement earlier without changing movement speed, or to use a
combination of both faster movement and earlier movement start. Changes in movement speed are
thought to reflect implicit adaptation, while changes in movement onset are thought to be more
cognitively controlled (Krakauer et al., 2019). However, both contribute to motor learning
processes (e.g., see López-Moliner et al., 2019). Feedback was given on every trial (closed-loop).
In test-trials participants did not see the VR-hand movement and received no feedback (openloop).
Clicking reproduction task. For the clicking task, we used the same ready-set-go paradigm
as in the adaptation task. Participants ended their reproductions (i.e., indicate the go-signal) by
pressing the trigger button of the controller (see Figure 2A, right column). Tested intervals ranged
between 0.85 s and 1.15 s in steps of 0.05 s. In training-trials participants received feedback as
described above (closed-loop). In test-trials participants received no feedback on their performance
(open-loop).
Procedure. Figure 2B depicts the temporal outline of the experiment. Each participant
completed the experiment three times in three sessions, separated by at least 4 hours. In each
session participants first got accustomed to the VR environment and the tasks by completing 10
training-trials of both tasks. In the pre-adaptation phase, each participant completed 10 test-trials
of the pointing task and 70 test-trials of the clicking task (i.e., each interval was presented 10
times). This first test phase was followed by 40 adaptation-trials of the pointing task. The 70 post-
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adaptation clicking reproduction task trials were interleaved with adaptation trials of the pointing
task (five trials each). This was followed by 10 test-trials of the pointing task, again interleaved
with adaptation-trials. At the end of the experiment, participants completed 10 more training-trials
of the pointing task to de-adapt.
Statistical analysis. As an individual measure of the magnitude of motor adaptation we
calculated the proportional change in the averaged movement onset in pre- versus post-adaptation
pointing test-trials ((onsetpost - onsetpre) / onsetpost) for each participant and session separately,
reflecting the amount of implicit motor learning in each participant and session. The same analyses
including movement duration instead of movement onset produced the same qualitative results
and can be found at https://osf.io/zbgy9/.
Participants’ behavior in the pointing reproduction task was analyzed by means of General
Linear Mixed-Effects regression using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et
al., 2017) packages in R version 4.0.3 (R Core Team, 2017). Models were constructed to predict
the reproduced 1 s interval with predictors including adaptation (coded as 0 for all pre-adaptation
trials and as the difference in movement onset in pre- and post-adaption trials in the pointing task,
dependent on participant and session, see above) and session (1-3, as factor). In all models,
intercepts varied by participant. All models with different combinations of these predictors, with
or without interactions between main effects, were compared by means of likelihood ratio tests,
BIC values (we consider a reduction of 10 as evidence to include a given factor) and Bayes Factors
(BF10; throughout the manuscript we report the BF as the evidence of the alternative hypothesis
over the null hypothesis; we consider BF10 > 3 as evidence for the alternative hypothesis)
calculated using the BayesFactor package (Morey & Rouder, J. N., 2015). We report the resulting
best model and statistical evidence for or against effects.
Models that were constructed to predict participants’ behavior in the clicking reproduction
task incorporated the following predictors: Interval length (i.e., the to-be-reproduced interval, zerocentered), previously presented durations (i.e., interval duration of trial N-1, N-2, etc.), adaptation
(see above), and session (see above). In all models, intercepts varied by participant. We proceeded
with model selection as described above.
To rule out that effects of time-in-experiment (e.g., fatigue) are driving differences in preand post-adaptation performance, we compared root mean squared errors (RMSEs), calculated
from an estimated linear slope and scaled by mean reproduction for each participant (Maaß & Van
Rijn, 2018), as a measure of the variable error in pre- and post-adaptation performance in both
tasks. This test was based on the rationale that with increasing fatigue, reproductions in postadaptation trials should become more variable than in pre-adaptation trials. For the analysis, we
constructed models with predictors including: Interval length (for the clicking task only, coded as
described above), session, and adaptation (coded as described above). In all models, intercepts
varied by participant.
Finally, to quantify the amount of transfer from the adapted pointing to the clicking
reproduction task, we compared the difference between pointing reproductions in test-trials before
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and after adaptation with the change in clicking reproductions induced by the adaptation
procedure:
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟

𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

100

(1)

Trials in which the reproduced duration was shorter or longer than 3 median absolute
deviations were excluded from the analysis (Leys et al., 2013). This led to the exclusion of 2.2%
of trials in the pointing task and 2.6% of trials in the clicking task.
Experiment 2: Location dependency of temporal motor adaptation
Participants. 7 participants (4 female, 3 authors, age range 23-42 years, all right-handed)
who already participated in Experiment 1 and 2 were re-tested in Experiment 2.
Pointing reproduction task. The pointing task was essentially the same as in Experiment
1 (Figure 4A, left column), with the only differences that the visual scene for test trials was
mirrored in two out of four sessions (i.e., in mirrored sessions participants had to point from left
to right, Figure 4B).
Clicking reproduction task. The clicking task was essentially the same as in Experiment 1
(Figure 4A, right column), with the only differences that we used only the 1s interval; and that the
visual scene for test trials was mirrored in two out of four sessions (Figure 4B).
Procedure. Each participant completed four sessions, separated by at least two hours.
Sessions differed in the way mirrored conditions were combined: Test trials were mirrored 1) for
both tasks, 2) for the adaptation task only, 3) for the interval reproduction task only, or 4) for none
of the tasks. Trial structure was identical to Experiment 1, with the only exception that only 30
pre- and post-adaptation clicking test-trials were performed. The temporal outline of the
experiment is depicted in Figure 4C.
Statistical analyses. Analysis for the location dependent motor adaptation experiment was
identical to Experiment 1, with the only exception that ‘interval’ was not included as a predictor
in any model, and we added the predictor location (coding for whether the target in test-trials
appeared at the same or different location than in adaptation-trials). 0.9% of trials in the pointing
task and 6.7% of trials in the clicking task were excluded from the analysis (see Experiment 1 for
exclusion criteria).
Experiment 3: Environment dependency of temporal motor adaptation
Participants. 5 participants (3 female, 2 authors, age range 23-36 years, all right-handed)
who already participated in Experiment 1, 2 and 3 were re-tested in Experiment 3.
Pointing reproduction task. The pointing task was the same as in Experiment 1, with the
only differences that an additional set of 10 test-trials were performed outside of the VR
environment (see Figure 5A and B).
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Procedure. This experiment comprised one session only. Participants first got accustomed
to the VR environment and the task by completing 10 training-trials. In the pre-adaptation phase,
each participant completed 10 test-trials of the pointing task within and outside of the VR
environment. The pre-adaptation test phase was followed by 40 adaptation-trials. In the postadaptation phase participants again performed 10 test trials of the pointing task within and outside
of the VR environment, interleaved with adaptation-trials. At the end of the experiment,
participants underwent the de-adaptation procedure as in the other experiments.
Statistical analyses. Analysis for the VR-dependent motor adaptation experiment was
identical to Experiment 2, with the exception that instead of the predictor ‘location’ we included
the binary predictor ‘VR’. The transfer from adaptation within VR to adaptation outside VR was
calculated following formula (1). No trials had to be excluded from the analysis (see Experiment
1 for exclusion criteria).
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